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4.1 PROBLEM AND SOLUTION 

  During the internship, the Author finds it har to adapt especially to the new 

environment. The Author was really struggle to follow their work flow that faster 

ever experienced before. At first also it hard to understand what they 

are spoken, because the author itself has never work with full of foreigner before. 

Yet the time passed, the author felt better with the flow and understand what 

supposed to do. From all of that, the only one of the challenges that the author 

facing is trying to interact with the customer while serving some food, since the 

author was placed on the omellete live action. At the first time, the authors felt 

it was hard to adjust to the situation. There the Author Need to remember every 

Guest who ordering an told to the service team to deliver. Yet as the time Passed 

the Author can be focused and can handle the Situation thus remember All kind 

of request. 

 Since the Author was the only one there in the kitchen, almost all the problem 

that the author faced was perfectly handled by their self and some good advice 

from the chef itself. One day our early morning chef was on purpose not coming 

for duty, so all of the buffet was not ready on that time at 5.30 in the morning. 

Although the buffet opened at 6. 30. So the author and the Demi Chef was really 

running at that time. Until before 6.30 all the food well prepared and ready to 

serve. For the Author all of the solution to the problems are the conducting the 

best team work to solve it all. 

 

4.2 BENEFIT 

  By doing the internship abroad, the Author has learned A lot about new 

Culture, New Dish from Around the World, New Recipe, Facing many 

Different Kind of People. The author seen how the real work life is, the author 
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also Know how to work with team are. Respecting each other was really 

important thing in every way of working anywhere. 

4.3 SUGESTION 
- For Ottimmo 

Always Monitor the students Who Got the Internship aborad 

- For Students 

Never Stop Learning something new, always accept all the task even its easy 

or the hard things on your life, they all want you to grow well. 

- For Dusit Thani Hotel 

Keep improving, give chance to the new intern to try every outlet in the hotels. 

 

 
 

   In the Authors opinion by doing this internship, it was really important to 

has done this internship, especially abroad, the author can learn more, having 

a good connection with other peers and establishment from another country, 

have a lot of new friends. Not only to learn about cooking, the author also learnt 

about life itself, how to face some problem alone and solve it well, although by 

the slowest way in the beginning. It is important to understand what every 

people wants and every people need in the Hotel, we are a team ready to serve 

the best hospitality there. Overall the Author was really enjoy the internship 

although in a very short of time. But at least the Author has learnt a lot and 

creating some memorable Experience. 

 

 

 

 

 


